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The Only Students' Publication of John B. Stetson University
DeLAND, FLORIDA, FRIDAY, MARCH 2 1 , 1 9 1 3

VOL. XXV

NO. 2 1

SIGMA NU INSTALLATION.
Representatives of the Sigma Nu Fraternity formally installed a chapter
of their order at Stetson on March first. The local fraternity, known as Nu
Sigma, is now the Delta M u Chapter of Sigma Nu. The installation team
was composed of Messrs. Karl Whitaker, Tampa, Fla., Wayne P. Sewell,
Atlanta, Ga., C. E . Woods, Eustis, Fla. and E . Noble Calhoun, St. Augustine,
Fla. A number of old Stetson men were present for the various functions
and received their initiations.
The local boys did themselves proud in the matter of entertaining their
guests and incidentally, showing themselves a good time. Large preparations
were made for several events, and neither time nor money was spared in
making a success of each. Separate committees had charge of each function
Dance
When the hour for dancing arrived the couples were marshaled into the
long hall leading into the ballroom and under the graceful leadership of Mr.
and Mrs. E. Noble Calhoun of St. Augustine, were led through the opening
figure. The participants were led in a zig-zag course across the glistening
floor. The girls were left standing and the men, following their leader,
were led in a seemingly purposeless course up and down between their standing
partners. To the participants it seemed rather t h a t they were executing a
complicated Chinese puzzle, than a dance figure, when the whistle blew and
the music stopped the onlookers saw t h a t the puzzle had solved itself into a
monogram of the Greek letters Sigma Nu, the girls forming the Sigma, the
men forming the Nu. At a signal from the leader the Sigma Nu yell was
given with such fervor t h a t the rafters quaked. The orchestra struck up a
march, the partners met each other at one corner of the room, and were led
from the floor.
At the door leading into the hall they were given handsome Arts -and
Crafts programs with wooden covers, mounted with the brass fraternity
letters, date, and chapter letters. Within the covers was found the order of
dancing, the insrallation program, the Chapter roll, the installation corps,
and Patronesses. The girls retired to the drawing room of the Putnam Inn,
while the men went into the office and filled the programs. When this was
finished, the large orchestra, hidden behind a mass of palms, began the music
for the first dance, and the festivities proper for the evening were begun.
At 10:30 a buffet supper of coffee and Waldorf sandwiches was served
When the end came the only regret in the minds of the participants was
that there must have been an end.
Never in the history of Stetson has there been such a galaxy of beauty
and grace asesmbled for one function. The magnificent gowns of the women,
the beautifully decorated room, the splendid music, seemed to paint a picture
of fairyland.
The opening dance set a fast pace for the following functions.'
Messrs. Fred Fox, Jerome Wideman and Claude Jones composed the
committee for arranging the ball, and they started the "ball" to rolling Thursday evening with a brilliant dance at the Putnam Inn. This was the most
delightful function of its kind .seen in DeLand for uiany years. The decorations were magnificent, the refreshments superb, and everything was enjoyed

by the forty couples present,
for the occasion.

A number of out-of-town girls were imported
Theatre Party

The guests were entertained Friday afternoon at the Rollins-Stetson
ball game, and Friday evening were members of a concert party at the David
Bispham recital. The Sigma Nu boys engaged seventy-two of the best
seats in the auditorium and, with their lady friends, enjoyed the concert by
America's greatest baritone.
Reception By Dr. Hulley
Immediately after the concert President Hulley gave a reception in his
home for the Sigma Nus and their invited guests. The sororities and fraternities and many townspeople were present at this delightful reception,
as well as David Bispham himself. The President's home was literally
jammed with beautifully gowned women and "dress-suited" men. Many
remarked that the reception was the best ever given by President and Mrs.
Hulley.
Initiation Ceremony
Saturday morning from ten to twelve the initiation occurred in the Woodmen's Hall in the Dreka building. It is rtunored that the goat worked overtime
but at the conclusion all the fellows were intact and ready to enjoy the remaining entertainments.
Reception at Frat House
Saturday afternoon from four to six a reception was given at the Sigma
N u house on Howry Avenue. Mr. John Almon Rosenberg and Mr. Robert
Milam of the reception committee, were largely responsible for this pleasant
affair. The house was tastefully decorated with Sigma Nu colors, college
banners and evergreens. In the receiving line were Mr. and Mrs. Calhoun
and Messrs. Woods, Frank Wideman, Al Phillips and Robert Anderson.
Punch, fruit salad, ice cream, etc., etc., were served to' about 250 guests
from the college dormitories and homes of DeLand.
Stag Banquet
Saturday evening a stag banquet was held at the College Arms. Manager
Holland, of the College Arms, did everything possible to give the boys a good
time. They were hned up in couplas in the sun parlor and marched through
the lobby into the dining hall to the accompaniment of music from the orchestra. T h e banquet was served in elegant style. At the conclusion of
the feast about an hour was devoted to informal speeches. Wit and humor
flowed spontaneously, and everybody was in the best of moods.
After the banquet the crowd repaired to the fraternity
some comedy of various kinds was dealt out in huge chunks.

house, where

Auto Trip
Sunday morning the fraternity and guests motored to the beach and
took lunch at the Ormond, returning about five in the afternoon, and this
trip was the last of the installation affairs. They will never be forgotten
by those who participated. The Sigma Nu fellows are planning other social
functions to be given before commencement.
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SIGMA NU BIOGRAPHIES
Introducing

SALUBRIETIES WE ALL HAVE MET.
ROBERT H . ANDERSON—(Andy). Born June 21st. (the longest day in the year); birthplace, Pensacola, Florida. Tenuous. Sporadic anarchist.
Reformed Rounder.
Crusader against Turkey Trot, etc. Terrible "cusser." Finicky, fussy, meticulous. Promoter of a violent but healthy
journalistic innovation. Old Maid Extraordinary.
SAMUEL J. BARCO.—(Berry) Born December .31st.
Tatterdemalion extraordinary.

Birthplace,

Gainesville, Florida. "The King of Spades."

Truculent,

turgid,

tempestuous.

WILLIAM BEARDALL..—(Equity Bill) Born August 1st. (Fervidest day in the year) Birthplace, Orlando, Florida. Wearer of the original smile.
Guide to all debutantes. Arbiter elegcntiarum. Far famed manager of the Champions of 1913. Egg-nog consumer extraordinary.
J.

LuNSFORD BOONE. (Andy's Rat) Born February 19th. Birthplace
Very satisfactory Rat. Silent adorer of females extraordinary. .

HUGO

Memphis, Tenn.

Nice, naive, naughty.

Raven hair and orbs of

night.

BRAUNLICH. (Pink) Born on the Ides of March. Birthplace, Davenport, Iowa. Perennial grinner. Pasteboard proclivities abnormal.
Reticent. Producer of the unexpected. Crafty, cunning, calculating. Nomad extraordinary.

MILLARD S. BRECKENRIDGE.—(Breck) Born June 12th. Birthplace, the Windy City.
student.
Efficient ticket seller. Pun maker extraordinary.
GEORGE W . COLEMAN.—(Coley) Born January 1st. Birthplace Titusville. Florida.
firm of Landis & Fish. Comely Gink. Student extraordinary.

General manager of anything.

Executive and elegant. Good

Entered the world with good intentions.

FRED Fox.^^Born March 15. Birthplace, Podunk, Saskatchewan. Breezy, brief, bright.
of the Demimond. Sticker for the little. Social authority extraordinary.

Such a nice man.

Quill driver for the

Fellow-crusader with Andy against dances

B E N . M C C . GOLDSMITH.—(Goldie) Bom January 17th. Birthplace near the dome of the Capitol. Keeper of a portable dry goods emporium. Flashy
sport. Tremendous fusser. Semitic strain somewhere. Chauncey Depew extraordinary.
R. MAYNARD GRIFFIN. (Dingbat) Born on Yum Kippur. Birthplace, somewhere in New England.
in the Paunch" Club. Pulchritude conceded sans moustache. Acher extraordinary.
N E I L L S. JACKSON. (Nellie)
extraordinary.

Born August 10th.

Birthplace, South Georgia.

A suave article.

Can be located most any time in front

President of "The Pain

of Bracey's.

Kid

Athletic

CLAUDE C . JONES. (Taudc) Born June 14th. (in an equinoctial gale) Birthplace, Arcadia, Florida. Illustrious player-managing of 1912 FootBall Team. Slusher, gusher, musher. Promoter and financial backer of unusual projects and indigent students. Author of sign board
epigrams. Pulpiteer pulverizer extraordinary.
J. W I L L I S JUNKIN. (Junk).—Born May 11th. Birthplace, Miami, Florida. Immature, inchoate.
Barco. Billet-doux purveyor plenipotentiary and courier extraordinary.

Bases claim on Paradise on rooming with Berry

J. RAYMOND LEE.—(General) Born July 10th. Birthplace, Chapel Hill, N . C. (near the Academy). Quiet, quaint, quixotic.
wilderness. Has two speeds, dead slow and stop. Monarch of the Mound. Pill heaver extraordinary.
ALBERT L E W I S , JR.—(Bert)

Born December 18th.

Birthplace, Pittsburg.

WALTER W . LIDDELL.—(Walt) Born May 10th, midnight. Birthplace,
come out of Nazareth.
Grotesque Thespian extraordinary.

An unassuming good skate.
flourishing

JOHN HALL M A N N I N G . — B o m April 10. Birthplace, Sitka, Alaska. Coach 1912
gait. Went into hiding after Florida-Stetson game. Lover extraordinary.
D.

team.

in

the

Banjo fiend. Base runner extraordinary.

Santos (cryptic locality).
Football

Conqueror

We're

convinced

Exacting, efficient,

that good

effervescent.

can

Lumbering

FRANKLIN MILAM.—(Zip)
Born
October
14th. Birthplace, Jacksonville,
Florida.
Austere, conventional, conservative. Inclined
blush unnecessarily. Out-generals two older brothers. Has record for consecutive dates. Cane product gormandizer extraordinary.

to

ROBERT R . MILAM.—(Fourth Dimension) Born May 17th.
Birthplace same as Zip's. Bashful, brainy, bellicose, bartender. Law Shark,
Mathematical temperament. Very fond of still waters and moonlight nights. Writer of soft, gooey notes High Worthy Master and donator
of orange blossoms extraordinary.
ALFRED R . P H I L L I P S . — I I I (Babe) Born April 1st. (very appropriate)
Narrator of the impossible. Disproves the saying "Nobody loves a

Birthplace, bayous of the Mississippi. Exponent of superficial class.
fat man." Baron Munchausen extraordinary.

RALPH K . ROBERTS. (R. K.)—Bom May 24th. (Sunday).
Birthplace, Atlantic Highlands, N . J. Claims he knows Woodrow. Recluse,
Sign-painter, Hearty eater, Sound sleeper. Keeper of an orderly sanctum. Singer in Vesper choir, an anchorite. Decorator extraordinary.
JOHN ALMON ROSENBERG.—(Rosic)
Born June iiih. (the month of Roses). Birthplace, Palatka, Florida, hence the rose in the burg. Artiste extraordinary.
JoE SCARLETT.—Bom Jan. 26. Birthplace, Paris, France. 7c grande Monsieur. Author of t h e Hamburg Show. Owner of the Ford. A
papa. Entertainer superbly extraordinary.
GUY D . SCHOONMAKER.—(Schoonie) Born May 18th.
too hard. Traveling salesman extraordinary.

Birthplace, E c s

Moines, Iowa.

(Contiuucd on Page 0)

Angelic, congenial, awful

fusser, Social

Light, Studieg
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THANKS.

The popular "Belmont" notch Collar
made in self striped Madras.
2 for 25c

ARROW

COLLARS
Cluett. Peabody & Co.. Makers

i
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Time Tried and Crop Tested

*'

STETSON UNIVERSITY
Fertilizes the Brain

SIMON 1 PURE
^

t'ertilizes the^SoU
gTry^Both for Results
F. O. PA.INTER^FERTILIZER CO.
J lacksonville, Fla,

f

•^. E. A.RX»fOLD
Agen,. for DeLand and Vicinity

J. E. ALEXANDER
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
Will Practice in State and Federal
Courts.

R.E. N E C K
PHOTOGRAPHER
PALATKA, FLORIDA
Highest Class P o r t r a i t s
E x p e r t K o d a k Finishing

W. D. HAYNES

While the "Sigs" were almost swamped with
many congratulations from their hosts of friends
a t their reception, many sent theirs accompanied
by useful as well as ornamental gifts. The boys
took great pride in displaying these. On the card
table were placed the pink carnations from Miss
Bangs, on the living room mantle were the pink
roses from Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Jordan, and the
twin serpent candlesticks, the gift of Miss Anna
Mabbett, burning before the new Delta M u Charter; the divan was embellished by three sofa pillows. Miss Carrie Pelot and Miss Gwendolyn
Haynes each sending black and gold Sigma N u
pillows and Jack Dohm a richly embroidered one;
Miss Marie Willard sent the first piece for the
Chapter silver chest, a heavy silver salad fork
and Miss Gladys Sidway a large Pi Beta Phi felt
square, while the embroidered linen lunch cloth
on the punch table did great credit to the needlecraft of the Misses Blanche Wise and Mary Frances
Ross.
Mrs. Dohm deserves an article all to herself.
On the dining room table a long linen runner,
embroidered in the Sigma N u colors and insignia
gave proof of her friendship, while the kitchen
department received her able support with open
arms, where regardless of reception finery she
dived into the mysteries of fruit salad, much to the
i-elief of the distracted "Sig" in charge.
Mrs. Stephens' gift, altho you may not have
known it, your palates perhaps were aware of it—
the delicious salad dressing all came from her
kitchen.
Last, but by no means least, the Sigma Nu
living rooms have been radically changed since the
installation. From the dark, bare rooms they have
been transformed by one touch into warm, homehke
and comfortable lounging places. T h a t one touch
is an arts and crafts brass electrolier; who but a
bunch of girls would have thought of it? That
particular bunch happens to be Alpha Kappa Psi
Girls. We thank you.
In facts Sigma Nu wishes to thank all of these
friends for their kind thoughts and beautiful gifts.
We love you all.
— "A S I G . " —

<^
A cute little boy known as Andy
As a step ladder was very handy!
But he had to fold up
Like a collapsible cup
When he wanted to give his girl—candy!

PHONE 44
"WE SPEAK FOR YOUR TRADE"
WHEN PLANNING
PICNICS AND

SPREADS

A gentleman oft known as Freddie
In his habits was always quite steady.
He would walk every day
The very same way
Though it must have seemed Barron to Freddie.

PFLUEGER'S
T H E ONLY UP-TO-DATE.

BARBER SHOP
Try Scalp Massage for Brain Fagg.

THE MARKET
MISS M. J . BENNETT, Prop.
Choice Florida and Western Meats. Eggs
and Butter. Fancy Fresh Vegetables a Specialty.

KLICKER BROS
—TAILORS—
Cleaning and Pressing
Special Rates to Students
Called for and Delivered
Ladies Work a Specialty
Phone—122

COTRELL
Sc
LEONARD
ALBANY, N.Y.
Makers of
C a p s , Gowtis and H o o d s
to Stetson University, Florida State Colleges
University of the South, Yale, Harvard, Princeton and five hundred others. Class contracts
a specialty. Rich gowns for Pulpit and Bench

J. A. ERICKSON & CO.
SEWING MACHINES, HARNESS, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Shoe and Harness Repairing
I n t h e New Haynes Block

FOR RELLA.BLE REAL ESTATE
INVESTMENTS
—ASK—

MCDONALD
GOULD-WOOTTEN CO. (Inc.)
DEALERS IN REAL ESTATE AND
INSURANCE
Houses and Rooms for Rent—Furnished
and Unfurnished.
Office in First National Bank Buildinj;
Typewriters for Sale or Rent.

T3 XM? TTT? TT A Tlf A T> Tk iL P A
Stetson Die Stamped Stationery, Stetson
RHjjLfy ILj H U W i i K l i <X V/U.
Pennants, Stetson Rings and Pins
Eastman Films and Kodaks. Brins ns your fllms to develope. Onrfinishingldepartment is Up-To-Date
All prints made on Yelox Paper, and Electric Printing Machine used.
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INSTRUCTIONS
Read carefully!

-f.

Please don't think t h a t I'm going to give you
advice in the classic art of love making, for be it
from my thoughts to delve in this awe inspiring
Editor
Basil F . Brass
ordeal. Nor am I going to enlighten you as to the
Business Manager
Walter W . Liddell
best manner in which to open a pickle bottle at a
Assistant Editors, Nina Phillips, R. J. Longstreet
picnic.
This little effort, is confined to a far nobler
REPORTERS
and inspiring purpose. For the purpose, protecC. C. Jones
. . D. H. Gilpatrick
tion, and benefit of humanity.
E. A. Vinson
Milton Perry
The subject of my discussion is; The entering
S. Bryan Jennings
Ella May Davis
of L'enfant's and Eddie's room at 8 a. m. And
Chas. N. Walker
Paul Selden
I want to say now, be you friend, beggar, preacher,
Louise Hulley
Addie Grace W a t e r m a n
thief or robber, the result will be the same, if you
enter without due care.
BOARD MEMBERS
First approach the door carefully, very slowly
P. A. Roberts
Ella May Davis
open
until you are able to see the bed. If both are
Geo. Childers
Gladys Sidway
asleep, be sure! Open a little wider and carefully
E. J. Smith
Hugh Jones
insert your head. I t is safer if you only get one
eye through the opening, otherwise you may have
E n t e r e d a t Post Office at DeLand, Fla., as
both injured. You will see what appears to be a
second class mail m a t t e r . Published weekly
huge mammoth with an armadillo alongside, but
during school year b y the students.
don't ne unnecessarily alarmed, it's only Al and
his loving mate, Eddie.
Contributions froin s t u d e n t s and alumni
On each side of this loving couple you will
are earnestly solicited. They should be written
perceive a very orderly line of shoes. Boots first,
in a legible hand.
high shoes second, oxfords third, tennis shoes
Address all articles to editor.
fourth and bedroom slippers as a last resort. But
Make all checks payable t o manager.
lo! as you look more carefully you will see t h a t
under the head of each peaceful slumberer, most
The Staff and force of Reporters have been adequately replacing pillows, is a twenty pound
wearing smiles all the week, and this is something iron dumbell. Especially beware of this, for alvery unusual. As every' effect is traced back to though they have been known to be used only
a _cause, the cause is evident in that this issue is upon v e r y rare occasions—they proved fatal in
each case.
given ovgr entirely to the Sigma Nu Fratemity.
These are the weapons which they use in the
Last week when we were approached in regard
to this, we hardly knew what to say. We realized defence of their constitutional rights, namely, life,
that nothing of this nature had ever been done liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. All these
before. Still we were not Chinaic enough to allow rights they confine in one word—slumber.
Now enter the room on tiptoe, hands and
this to rule. We felt that something of this kind
rightly conducted, would increase spirit and inter-, knees or crawling preferred; and with the utmost
est; that the other Fraternities would increase their care, diligence and perseverance remove said shoes
interest in the Collegiate. We saw that this was —one at a time. Pause betwen each occasionally
to indications. If Al groans, pause one minute.
good.
If Eddie's left eye lid flickers twice pause three
The Collegiate Board regarded the matter
minutes.
in the same light, and their action was favorable.
If they both show distress signals at once,
The Board has always acted freely, squarely, and
crawl carefully under the bed and wait fifteen
magnanimously.
minutes or until all unfavorable indications have
And so take great pleasure in presenting you ceased. Then crawl gently from beneath the
this issue as the Sigma Nu number. Wc congratu- royal couch and—There! I knew you'd wake
late these live and hustling fellows u])on manner 'em. The manner of your exit is left to you—and
of dealing with us and upon their excellent number. them.
"VIN."
According to the policy adopted by the Colle^>
giate in days gone by, it will have no examination
Follow the crowd Monday Night, the DeLand
next week. As the staff docs this work outside Opera House where the pictures of President
of their regular studies and full duties, this policy Wilson's Inauguration will be shown. Adm. 5
is a wise one. And so your Collegiate will not be and 10 cents.
around next week.
However, we will try to
"make up for lost time" the following week.
Sigma Nu pencils—at Allen's Drug Store.

-f-f-f-^-M-f --f-f-f

STETSON CALENDAR

-•-»-•-f-f-f-f-M-f- • • • • • • » » • • • SUNDAY
Vespers 4:00 P. M.
MONDAY
Pi Beta Phi Fraternity 6:00 P . M .
TUESDAY
Collegiate Board 1:00 P . M. W h e n Called
Der Deutsche Verein 7:30 P . M.
LeCercle Francais 7:00 P . M.
WEDNESDA'X
Sigma Nu Fraternity 6:30 P , M.
Phi Beta Psi Fraternity, 7:00 P . M.
Alpha Kappa Psi Fratemity, 7:00 P . M,
Phi K a p p a Delta Fraternity, 6:30 P. M.
THURSDAY
Y. M. C.A. 6:15 P . M .
Y . W . C . A. 3:15 P . M .
FRIDAY
Vesper Choir 1:00 P . M.
Social Hour 6:00 P. M.
SATURDAY
Eusophian Literary Society 6:30 P. M.
Stetson i^itorary Society 7:30 P. M,
K e n t Club 7:30 P . M.

A "Square Deal"
for everybody is the
"Spalding
Policy"
We guarantee each
buyer of an article
bearing the Spalding
T r a d e - M a r k that
such article will give
s a t i s f a c t i o n and a
reasonable amount
of service.
A. G. Spalditig Sc B r o s .
74 N. Broad St. Atlanta, Ga.
Send for our Catalogue.

Dealers In
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE
Phone 123.
DeLand, Florida

GOULD-WOOTTEN CO., Ine
Office in First National Bank Building.

••»•'• • • • • • »
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F EVENING
I
\

SLIPPERS,

HOUSE SLIPPERS,
BED ROOM SLIPPERS,

•

TENNIS SHOES

S

TEED'S
HOE
TORE
IF IT'S

Phone 16

DeLand, Fla.

FOOTWEAR
WE HAVE IT

nninMIAI l U r A I D r HOME OF REFINED PICTURE PLAYS
UULUIllHL inLHII\C
Prices Always the Same
10 Cents
Any Seat
Any Time
10 Cents
THE GENTLEMEN FROM WALES

except one little fellow who was not feeling very
fit.

"It's the blaumin' 'ot cakes," he said, "they
We were fortunate enough to have with us,
a short time ago, " T h e Royal Gwent Glee Singers" lay 'eavy on me chest. A man cawn't get a decent
from Wales, who are, without exception, the best bit o' bread i' this country."
I
male chorus that has ever appeared on this side
Shortly after our arrival at the fraternity house, i
of the Atlantic. To those that braved what our
Welsh friends called "blaumin' beastly weather," lunch was served, during which, we found the (
in order to hear the wonderful singing of this cho- gentlemen from Wales exceedingly good company
rus I need say nothing of its quality, and in fact and highly entertaining talkers. After the refreshthat this Glee Club had sung, by special request, ments, the Welshmen very kindly offered to sing
at the home of both Andrew Camegie and John D. for u s , which suggestion, you may be sure, was
Rockefellow will, I think, serve to emphasize its approved by everyone. First they sang "The
merit to those who were unfortunate enough to three Crows," then "How Can I Bear to Leave
have missed the two concerts that they gave here. You," after which the leader thanked us for o u r
hospitality in a very pleasing little speech, and
Besides being excellent singers, these Welsh- they all departed for their hotel. As they left the
men proved to be all round good fellows, although house we gave fifteen good rahs for Wales, and the
it must be admitted that some of them didn't look shout with which those Welshmen greeted that
the part. After their performance was over on little courtesy shown to their native land would
Wednesday night, they accepted an invitation to have done credit to so many Yankeys.
visit the Sigma Nu fraternity house, and join us
^
—
•,
in a little midnight lunch. We led them down to
Lee Talbot, t h e former Cornell University
the house with some little difficulty, as they navigated in the wrong direction with as much persist- wrestler and weight thrower, may join the pro-;
ence as so many sheep. Finally, however, we suc- fessional ranks and go after the heavyweight;
ceeded in getting them all to our festive board, wrestling honors this fall.

There is a young man named Jerome,
Who never knows when to go home.
Each evening at ten
Pa Davis will send
A shoe at his teak-wood dome.

There was a young rat named Zip
Who had rather too much under lip.
He always quite Glad ys
To do what the fad is
And thus keep from having the Pip.

There was a young lad named Schoony
Who was much inclined to be spoony
With a young lady named Marie
He was always a t sea,
For she sometimes thot he was loony.

There was a daring young boy.
Of whom we can say with great joy,
That, while listening to Green,
He was calm and serene,
fot Miss Bangs had no power to annoy.
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IF IT IS QUALITY YOU ARE SEEKING, LOOK ME
UP AND FIND IT

i

Everything Carried in My Store is FIRST-CLASS, UP-TO-DATE Goods
With a STRONG GUARANTEE ON EVERY ARTICLE. We Are Agents J
SAMPECK CLOTHING, RALSTON SHOES for Men, JULIAN and KO- 4
KENGE SHOES for Ladies, and GOTHAM & BATES STREET SHIRTS.

W.

C.

LEONARDY

The Store of Quality
GENTS F U R N I S H I N G S
Mens' Ladies' and Children's Shoes.
Sigma Nu Biographies.
Continued from Page 2

EDWARD J. SMITH, JR.—(Jody) Born February 30th (two days late, that's why his hair grows crooked) Birthplace, Jacksonville, Florida.
The "Bro." in Smith Brothers Cough Drops. Devourer of philosophical hoipolloi. Exponent of the light fantastic. Chief fault—
rooming with Al. Phillips. Victim of Le Grande Passion. Wonderful steward. Chemist extraordinary.
FRANK A. SMITH.—(Smitty or Gus) Born March 7th. Birthplace, Isle of
ular. Saw North Carolina from an Aluminum standpoint. Fine
ELWYN

THOMAS.—(Skeet) Born September
to ache. Epicurean extraordinary.

11th.

Birthplace,

London.

Pines. No kin to Eddy—hard luck. Carriage undulating and
acquisition for caravan or bazaar. Dancer extraordinary.
Joy Rider.

Good

Looking on occasions.

Always on time.

irreg-

Inchned

ERNEST A. VINSON, Jr.—(Vin) Born December 25th. Birthplace uncertain. Destination, St. Petersburg, although he's mumbling something about
Virginia. Youthful, healthy, pink-cheeked. Story teller extraordinary.
IVAN F . WATERMAN.—(Swede) November 17th. Birthplace, Beresford.
Angular, apostate. The originator of the saying " Y u m p ! Yohn,

Very httle to say b u t in a position to back it up.
Y u m p ! Disciple of Sandow extraordinary.

Matrimonial victim.

JEROME E . WIDEMAN.—(Weedy) Born July 4th. Birthplace, Vladivostok. Exceedingly busy trying to live down the nickname "Wee-wee."
Promoter of dances for profit. A jealous Lothario.
Good natured—allows Squee to use his pictures thereby gaining national prominence.
Business man extraordinary.
FRANK WIDEMAN.—(Squee) Born October 1st. (the next longest day in the year.) Birthplace, Weedy do. Member National Association of
Migratory Workers. Perorating prochvities. Spell-binder. Toured State Summer 1910 for State-wide prohibition, receiving guerdon from
Saloon League. Uses Weedy's pictures thereby gaining National Prominence.
Agin' the Government. Orator extraordinary.
"JACK".—Bom August 15 (original dog day).
extraordinary.

Birthplace, Asheville, N. C.

He's one of the boys,

invaluable adjunct

to fraternity hfe.

Scrapper

4
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WATTS & MILLER COMPANY
Sporting Goods, Ammunition, Cutlery, Picture Frames

FOARD'S
THE LADIES' TRADING PLACE

Phone 204

GARDNER

DeLand, Fla.

Maker of Photographs that are Stylish and Up-ToDate. Amateur Finishing and Supplies. •
PICTURES FRAMED

DELAND REALTY COMPANY
Real Estate, Renting, Loans, Fire and Life Insurance.

MURRAY SAMS
Phone 280
DELTA MU-SICIANS
The Baby Chapter is famous for her athletes,
renowned for her scholars and social constellations,
but never before this was it proclaimed to the world
what magnificent collections of music masters,
composers, artists and performers Sigma N u has
discovered here in her expedition farthest south.
One would regret that these superbly accomplished
musicians are to be found so distant from publishers
of the Musical World and so far removed from the
center of Grand Opera, otherwise their fame would
have traveled the sands and flatwoods, swamps,
rivers and mountains to old Broadway, with their
success assured.
Pinky Braunlich comes first and gives the
prize for long distance piano playing. Official
timing gives him eleven hours forty-six minutes
without stopping! The dear Hugo has a passionate fondness for Grand Opera and the Classical.
His long years of training together with his peculiarly musical temperament make him a genuine
hater of Ye Ragtime. "Why!" he exclaims in
disgust, " I have been studying music six years and
never once, until I came here, did I condescend to
claw forth one of those Aleckthander specimens!
Rotten! Do you get me Luke?" Pinkey gets so
heartily and assiduously into the spirit of the piece
he is playing that nothing can arrest his attention
not even his name, but let onyone shout "I'll match
you for it!" and the crafty Arab will cease the
music instanter and take any amount you offer.
Our beloved Alf Phillips is one to appreciate

Office Next to Postoffice.

DeLand, Fla.

ATTORNEYAT-LAW

Old Volusia County Bank Building

j good music. I t is generally conceded that "Babe"
I had more music in his soul from his childhood thru
1 the years of adolescence than any six of us together,
j He's a man now. One fair afternoon Babe rolled
in with some younfg ladies and demanded of Pinky,
who had been playing some five and one half hours,
"Play 'Martha', Pink, play 'Martha'!" Hugo
Karl, ever obliging b u t a bit tired and peeved,
turned the pages of "Selections" to "Rigoletto",
giving Alf and his friends a mighty good entertainment for ten minutes or more. "Beautiful, beautiful," murmured Babe, at the finish, "Pink, I
always have considered 'Martha' one of the prettiest and finest ."
Z. Frank Milam deserves a place here. He is
a worthy member of the Hungarian Orchestra
hereinafter mentioned. Frank can produce overtones on the fiddle or under-tones with his guitar
and he is wont to wax perfervid on the stringed
box, playing "AU thru the night."
One of the Delta Mu's steadiest, yet most
fantastic artiste is a little rodent known as Ben
Mc Goldsmith. "Bristles" is a comedian at sight,
I and a crackerjack at Ragtime. He knows 'em all
from "Fiddle U p " to "Hitchy Koo." He is so
imbued with the spirit and beauty of song t h a t he
can gaze placidly out upon a ripping sub-tropical
rain and, playing "Moonlight Bay," serenely
dream of past summers on the Potomac.
The fourth member of the Orchestra calls for
R a y Griffin. Undoubtedly this destitute apology
for a musician can play a t more instruments,
(notice the " a t " ) with less technique and artistic

(abihty than any other of the professionals at the
house. If you wish him to entertain on the piano,
he will render that astronomical phenomenon
"Star of the Sea." If you prefer the violin (nobody
does after the first time), the young man will
attempt to give you some of the exquisite strains
of "Humoresque." Fife, Banjo, Guitar, and Jews'
Harp all have attractions for Dingbat. H e can
almost play "Home Sweet Home" on three of
them. However, he really tries to appreciate and
understand good music, for never will you witness
vociferous invectives or blaring epithets exuding
from him, like a "Blizzard to drive the mocking
bird from our sacred Halls.
John Almon, too, must not be forgotten with
his wonderful work at the piano. Rosenberg's
rendition and touch are both jjleasing and quite
delicatessen. Who will not long remember such
beautiful selections as the "Flower Song," which
he often gives at eventide or high tide, spontaneously •
rendered from his heart?
Our foreign Orchestra, however, is the big
.show. The only time t h a t the "Hungarian"
Orchestra really came into prominence was on one
occasion at the house when several of our Sig sisters,
good friends arid true, took dinner with us. After
the repast someone inadvertently mentioned the
Orchestra and straightway were the musicians
trotted out. The bunch were indefinitely introduced by Romeo Liddell in his stentorian voice
and so-called "tendency tones," with a tendency
toward the stage. There was a death-like stillness.
Every man firmly grasped his weapon. At this
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J. F. ALLEN FURNITURE COMPANY

of All Grades and Descriptions
Picture Frames Made to Order
Embalmers and Funeral Directors
Day Phone 62, Night Phones 228 and 39
DeLand, Florida

FURNITURE
Lights

Ice

Power

.DELAND ELECTRIC LIGHT, POWER & ICE CO.
DeLand, Florida

i

Hart Schaffner & Marx CLOTHING, Stetson Hats, No-Name Hats, Walk-Over |
Shoes, Edwin Clapp Shoes, Wilson Bros. Furnishings.
at FOUNTAIN'S i

CANNONS STABLES

SURE AND QUICK
SERVICE

Cannons' the Best Friend to Stetson Students.

FUDGER'S
23 Boulevard
moment the Bull P u b " J a c k " slowly arose and
with a truly wearied look, slunk out. He knew
what was coming. Pink, a t the piano, turned his
noble head slowly, to ascertain if all were ready,
then led them off with the opening bars of the
Bohemian Girl. Great was the noise, great was
the strife, great the performance of this aggregation
of music slayers! A flash light was immediately
taken at the close of the act and the picture placed
in the New Museum of Fine Arts, taking the Grand
Prix as the most distracted and bored audience ever
seen in DeLand. Even Alf Phillips lost his smile.
Thus the one, single and only entertainment of that
marvelous Hungarian Orchestra made its debut
and reached a denouement in some seven minutes.
Its fame still lingers, but the din and outburst of
agony during its short career cause the Critics,
Brothers Barco and Phillips, and Bro. Squee as
higher critic, to transfer its notoriety and compare
Act I. to the opening battle of the Balkan war.
Such minor artists as Brother Squee, R. K., and
Gus, et alia, who have long since become famous
in the Glee Club and elsewhere, are hardly in a class
with this extinguished bunch. They would feel
disgraced to be grouped with the Hungarians,
whose heavenly glory came and went like the
passing of a meteor.
P.B.

Phone 3

ICE CREAM PARLOR
Confectionery and Fine Bakery
Phone 65
DeLand, Fla.

DISMAL REFLECTIONS UPON
to overturn this dread conversational bark it rode
THE INSTALLATION DANCE supreme and triumphant. I t was there to stay.
One could see t h a t .
I wish the thing had never occurred. M y
But I saw a good deal and learned things too.
auditories which crave variety of sound (and I went deeply into grave matters of the toilette,
find it invariably in the rich complexity of tones a costume was anticipatori ly clapped upon every
of my own voice) were exacerbated by the persist- girl who in probability would be there and details
ent chatter t h a t went on around me concerning of it keenly discussed. All the wardrobes in town
the Great Sigma Nu Dance.
were ransacked. But social manners were not
At first I was bored, b u t boredom was not disregarded either. You heard a good deal about
as terrible as the irritation that followed it. I t was who was who and all that. Yet it was a loathsome
business. I wish I had heard none of it. I t kept
actually painful.
'
me from talking for days and the Sigma Nu became
This antiphony was repeated thrice a day:
a verbal incubus.
"Bob says"
"Andy thinks"
ATLANTA CONVENTION NOTES
"Fred believes"
I often wonder what I was, whether I was a
man or simply a homunculus. They seemed to
Courtesy shown the local chapter's delegates
ignore my existence, while I sat writhing.
was unprecedented. Never before were petitioners
And they being devotees of the Sigma Nu, a'Uowed to participate in all the fraternal activities
keenly alive to its social projects, naturally their as were the Nu Sigma men.
volubility increased rather then abated as the
^
^
momentous day approached. I wish I had fled
Don't fail to see the moving pictures of P r e s the place. The atmosphere was disgusting. It ident Wilson's inauguration at the DeLand Opera
was vain to suggest some other topic, foolish to House Monday night, March 24th. Adm. 5 and 10
try to deflect the conversation, impossible to cut cents.
in and try to ridicule their absorption.
Aboyp all the angry billows of ones attempts
Students' trading place—x\llcn's Drug Store
•
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STETSON

FOR THE BEST EATABLES

The Leading Grocer
NAME STANDS FOR THE BEST
—CERTAINLY—
Plan to Meet Your Friends

AT THE BUSY CORNER
Our Doors are Always Open to Them and
to You. Our Phone, Writing Desk,
Daily Papers, Magazines, are
at Your Disposal. Come ^
In and Chat Awhile.
W. A. ALLEN & CO.
Next t o Postoffice.
PHONE 68

THE MARSH MARKET
The Home of Good Meats for the Past Seventeeu Years. A Trial Will Convince Ifou.
A. L. MARSH, P r o : .

NASWORTHY
K E E P S THE VERY BES'^
of Everything to Eat
Fine Candies Our Specials

JOE ON
Class—
LAUNDRY
DeLand, Fla.
W a t e r Works

F. N. DeHUY & SONS

COCK-A-DOODLE-DO

The history of March 13-14-15 is a glorious
page in Stetson's annals. Never has a previous
defeat been so gloriously grandly and gamely wiped
from the athletic escutcheon of a university. Our
old defeat of last fall has been cancelled point for
point, score for score. Is justly fitting that upon
the victorious team t h a t came through the series
of three games without a defeat that there should
have been six of the men who tasted wormwood
on t h e 15th of last November.
The game Thursday was the closest of the
series. Florida placed the flower of her pitching
staff upon t h e mound to face the task of defeating
the peerless General Lee. Shaw pitched fine ball
with poor encouragement from his team mates,
but nothing human could have thwarted the
wearers of the " S " from their vengeance.
The first batter to face Shaw was Willard, with
two three he swung his mighty club against one
of Shaw's samples. The bsill joined the bird gang
and sailed away for parts unknown. Bennie circled
the bases for the first score of the series. The
fourth batter to face Shaw, the shaken, was Snedigar, the rival of Ben for all athletic honors. We
looked to Sned to deliver the goods. He did not
fail us. Smashing out a mighty drive he, by a
beautiful piece of base running stretched the hit
into a three bagger. There was two out and Cathy
at the bat. Sned was not satisfied. Ben had hit
for one more base than he. While Shaw was deliberately applying the saliva mixed with slippery
elm to the glistening pill, a cunning gleam came
into Red's eyes. Craftily inching away from the
third sack he secured the necessary lead, there is
a flash of green and white, a cloud of dust at the
plate, the umps cries " S A F E " , Snedigar has stolen
home. The game is practically won in the first
inning. Lee was invincible, never was Florida i
allowed to hit except when two men were down. [
The team fielded well behind him. Florida's
score in the seventh was given them by an error
in the right garden.
Score by innings:
R. H. E.
Stetson
---_2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3
8 3
Florida
.2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
3 5
Batteries for Stetson, Lee and Lourceu.
For Florida, Shaw and Tennie.

Jewelers of Quality

EXPERT REPAIRING
Optical Department

SECOND G A M E — M O R E R E V E N G E

M. A. MORRISON
OLD RELLABLE F R U I T STAND
The Place Where Students Trade

1878
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The proud Florida " F " has been trailed in
the dust of defeat and once more the green " S "
of Stetson stands proudly eminent upon the pinnacle of victory.

A.H. WOODALL

THE

COLLEGLATE

Yes W e Are Crowing.

PHONE 79

—First
CHINESE
Rich Avenue,
Next t o City
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The second game of the series was not so good
as the first. Florida seemed to have realized t h a t
they had gotten in the wrong pew. Smith, who
decorated the mound for Stetson, pitched a heady
game throughout and was never in danger of defeat.

DREKA'S

DEPARTMENT

Both teams fielded well, but Beelar was wild. W i t h
bases full in the second inning he forced a m a n
across the plate. Then came Snedigar. Rahf
Rah! R a h ! Not satisfied with the performance
of the day before t h e oxblood blonde, with Cyclopean wallop, sent the seamed sphere hurtling
through the atmosphere. I t landed outside the
right field fence. When Sned crossed the plate
amidst the plaudits of the multitude the score was
five to nothing on the S- side of the line and t h e
game was on ice.
Florida managed to couple hits with errors
in the fifth and sneaked two runs across the plate.
Stetson just to show they had not forgotten how,
limbered up their batting clubs against Beelar's
delivery in the eighth ahd drove in two runs.
Score, 7 to 2.
Batteries:
Stetson, Smith, Lourcy.
Florida, Shaw, Tennie.
THIRD GAME.

The third of the series was not so interesting.
The series had been won and the fight taken out
of Florida. Yet Florida inade a feeble attempt t o
drag her colors from the mire of defeat. Captain
Price, who pitched the last game for Florida, was
invincible until the fourth inning when Stetson
forced one across.
In the sixth coupling errors and mighty wallops they acquired four more. Florida got two in
the seventh.
Score, '' to 2.
Gross pitched splendid ball for Stetson and
had it not been for errors in the seventh Florida
would never have scored.
Stetson took the series by dint of superior
ball playing. They demonstrated their superiority in every phase of the national pastime.
Stetson's pitching staff is the strongest in the vState,
perhaps in the South. With halfway support they
will win the State championship.
The following men deserve special mention
for their work ift the past series.
Lourcey for his catching. Beardall, for his
hitting. Merrit and Jones for their splendid work
in the outfield. Cathey for his fielding and three
bagger in the third game with bases full.
4/
ANNUAL BANQUET
The Sigs will give their A""ual Banquet o n
Friday evening, March 28th., at The College Arms.
It has been the custom in former years to hold the
banquet during Commencement, but two other
events have been planned for Commencement—
a dance and a Stag Banquet. By holding the
Annual Banquet at the time set, the Commencement rush will be avoided and the boys will be able
to entertain their guests to better a(fvantage a t
the beautiful College Arms Hotel, which closes
April 1st. The Sigma Nus expect to surpass any
event of the kind ever given at .Stetson. Several
out-of-town guests have been invited.

STORE

1912

EVERYTHING TO EAT, TO WEAR, TO USE
We CordiaUy Invite All Stetson Students toVisit Our Store.

G.

A.

DREKA

Phone 77.

&

Orders Prompt-ly

COMPANY

Delivered.
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ECHOES FROM THE ATLANTA
CONVENTION
As our sea-going hack rolled, rumbled, shook,
jolted and careened up Peachtree, the broadway
of the South, our eyes wandered toward the Piedmont, whose front was decorated with Sigma Nu
colors. "High up overhead" above the jetsam
of the turmoil of the city, the grand old flag of
Sigma Nu, welcomed us with its manipulations.
Arriving with a jerk, at the hotel we lost a half
an hour or so demonstrating to Brother Claude
Jones, of Arcadia, this correct way of going thro'
the revolving doors. Once inside, we could see
Sigs to right of us, to the left, in fact everywhere.
The tall head of Frank Wideman loomed over the
crowd; then to our intense joy cheers for Stetson
rang thru' the air, lead by open-house K a p p a of
room 203.
After mingling, meeting and exchanging
greetings with some few hundred or so of Sigs,
we knew that never before had we met so many
grand fellows.
After making our toilets we sojourned to t h e
Capital City Club, where we assisted that debonair
"Butch CowcU" dispense with his Father's Ranch
and listened to the matchless, Hon. Tom Pickles
(not Pickled) of Kentucky, trill and warble with
his silver tongucd oratory and brilliant wit as he
told us of the heroes who had gone before and heroes
t h a t were yet to come.
T h a t night with some 500 others we a t t e n d e d
the Banquet. After posing for our picture we
heard with growing delight the yells of many
different chapters, t h a t were dotted here and there
in the most magnificent dining room in the South.
And how good it sounded to hear the cry Stetson!
Stetson! come sailing across the way. I t was
grand. Shall we ever forget?
The next morning the Convention met a n d
we waited with halting breath for our fate. Squee
was hopeful, as he had done most,of the talking,
and Claude was dubious because he had done
little. I was anxious, and just as "Little Stetson"
Goldsmith juggled and balanced the last pretzel
on his nose before he added it to the "table of
contents" some man, who will be President of the
U. S., told us that we had gone thro'. We were
hustled up to the hall as happy as the man who
married the only girl he ever loved.
In after years, wherever we four shall roam,
wander or go echoes of the banquet shall come
to us. Thoughts of the "Spring Maid", visions
of that grandest of all dances at the Capital City
Club, where the cream of the South's daughters
danced our hearts away. But the thing that we
will remember the longest will be greeting, the
good-fellowship expressed, the hearty hand-shake,
the hospitality of the men of the Convention.
x.^
^
A club, which borders on the eccentric, has
been organized recently at the Uni versify of Pennsylvania. I t is the new Hardship Club, the object
of which is to overcome pain, fatigue, cold and heat
by a close association with these conditions. A
schedule of hardships to be undertaken has been
prepared such as many miles of walking before
breakfast, sleeping on hardwood floors, etc.

STETBON H A T S
TAG STYLE
An exceptionally smart out of the ordinary stiff hat with a very
rakish appearance. Brim full on the sides. The hat for young
fellows who want something different.
For Sale at All Leadinj^ Hatters
JOHN B. STETSON COMPANY
Philadelphia
A. D. McBRIDE

J. B. CONRAD

S. A. WOOD

Vice-President

Cashier

President

R. H. BOYD
Ass't Cashier

VOLUSIA COUNTY BANK
DeLand, Fla.
United State", State, Count}^ and City Depository.
CAPITAL STOCK (FULLY PAID) $100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS $75,000.00
With a willingness to serve all with considerate, personal attention, we solicit your business.

BOND LUMBER COMPANY
Lumber, Lath, Shingles, Mouldings
AGENTS
Masury's Paints
Paroid Rofing
Whitehall Portland Cement

Yards Near Old Depot
Site
DeLand, Fla.

Kling's Windsor Plaster
Cummers Orange Boxes
Georgia Clay Brick
Bond Sand Brick
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BRILL'S
417 BOULEVARD
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Florida Souvenirs, Souvenir Postals, Fine China and Toys
a Specialty. All New Qoods.
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Saturday morning marked a gay time for the
Florida baseball men, when they were the guests
of the Sigma Nu Fraternity. The following young
ladies, chaperoned by Mr. and Mrs. Walters, helped
to liven up the party: Misses Catherine Carpenter,
Irene Campbell, Edna Morris and Gwen Haynes.
Miss Haynes and Mr.
rendered selections on the piano, while Mr. Frank Smith gave
several well appreciated solos. " R e d " Snedigar
and " D u t c h " Hoffman excelled on the mandolin
and guitar. Cigars and cigarettes were in abundance afterwards. The local boys were promised
a return of such" delightful hospitality whenever
they came to Gainesville. The national fraternities represented here were the P K A; A T O,
and K A.
" D u m m y " and Bob Taylor and "Dutch"
Hoffman were the house guests of the Sigma Nu
Fraternity Sunday and Monday. Monday afternoon " D u m m y " Taylor left for Winter Park t o
see the game between Stetson and Rollins and to
root for Stetson for the first time in his life.
An issue of the Delta magazine of the Sigma
Nu fraternity came out yesterday as a Sub Rosa
edition and will consequently keep in the DeLand
public the high opinion the delegates to the Atlanta
Sigma Nu convention formed of Stetson and her
boys and the wonderful speech of Mr. Wideman
made at the grdeat banquet.

#

History of Delta Mu.

COLLEGUTE

"Banner County of t h e Banner State of the Union,"
viz, Marion. County, Florida. The race he ran
was marvelous, oufstripping by far his nearest
opponent.
Then there is Roscoe Glass and Kyle Runkhead, both preparing themselves for the practice
of medicine, the one in the U. C. M. of Richmond,
Va., the other in Tulane. Brad Nulliams has selected the city of Ocala, for the centre of his
activities, and has now many schemes afoot, then
he wanted to be with His fellow Noble the Prince.
McCaskill, who demonstrated his ability as
a football player as well as a Law Student, is located in Miami, where the "Best men in the whole
country I gad," is doing finely.
" P a t " Sams is stiU among us having decided
to cast his lot with the citizens of DeLand.
"Bill" Cone is at McClenny where he has
gathered unto himself an extensive law practice.
Arthur Milam is at Jacksonville, ponderously
solving the problems of the Law, in behalf of his
multitude of clients who flock around him and
with him are LeSeuer Gaulden, the wise, and the
loquacious L. W. Strum.
I n Palatka " D u k e " Calhoun holds forth
against all comers, while C. P. Kirkpatrick wanders
around the Eastern Hills of Tennessee.
"Jo R e e " Geiger is professor in Columbia
College, where with becoming dignity he philosophises at length.
E. W. Waybright, the preacher of the Frat.,
represents us in the profession of preaching.
"Dean P a t " is now a t Palm Beach, while
Ray Sellars lately having taken unto himself a
wife, is at Clearwater.
At the last mention must be made of our
dear friend and comrade, W. C. Zimmerman, whose
young and promising career was suddenly checked,
he passing to the Great Beyond, the only one
of our number.

I n all things there must be a beginning, also
one who begins.
During the summer of 1909, the Hon. E .
#
Noble Calahann, of St. Augustine, suggested to
Everybody is going to the DeLand Opera
a group of Stetson men, among whom were Edwin
Spencer and Frank Wideman, t h a t a Fraternity House Monday night to see the Moving Pictures
be organized . with the avowed intention of inter- of President Wilson's Inauguration.
esting the National Sigma Nu.
Plans were at once set on foot by these men,
Students at Harvard, Yale, and Princeton
and in the face of many difficulties Nu Sigma was who now occupy the rooms formerly used by Roosefounded in the fall of 1909, meeting temporarily velt, Taft and Wilson will meet together at New
in the hall now occupied by the A. B. Fraternity. Haven for the purpose of forming a club. Only
Later it was given a permanent room in Science future occupants of these rooms will be eligible
Hall by the University.
to become members.
At once it was seen that a lively body of men
composed the Nu Sigma. A sumptuous banquet
That newspaper writing should be taught
was given on the 11th day of Nov. 1909, so the
in every Kansas high school is the recommendation
attention of the people of Stetson was directed
of the department of journalism at the University
in its direction. Then followed many events of
of Kansas, which maintains that it is the best way
interest: First, Announcement Banquet, Friday,
for any student to learn the use of English and to
May 20, 1910; Reception April 11, Wednesday,
cultivate accuracy of observation.
1911; Banquet 19th May, Friday, 1911; Banquet
17th May, Friday 1912. Ending up in the series
of brilliant events attending the Installation cere"By combining Rugby and American football
monies.
the ideal game could be produced," says Coach
Before closing it would be fitting to make men- Shaughnessy of McGill University. His principal
tion of our alumni, who have gone forth, from change suggested in the American game is to place
our alma mater holding high the standards of Old the line of scrimmage within certain limits. The
passing or kicking of the ball while a run. is in pirofgNu Sigma.
First would do well to call attention to Father ress is another suggestion he believes would result
Spencer, who is now Representative from the in constant action.
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EGFORD 'BLY

STEWART & BLY
Lawyers and Notaries Public
Practice in State and Federal Couria
DeLand, Fla.

ARTHUR G. HAMLIN ROYAL P. HAMLIN
HAMLIN & HAMLIN
Attorneys and Counsellors at Lav.
DeLand
Florida

—THE G I F T SHOP—
P a r k Sc Tilford C a n d i e s
Souvenirs—Post Cards
Opposite Dreka's
SILAS B. WRIGHT INS. AGENCY
Representing Only Largest and Best
Companies
Office in Telegraph Office

LANDIS & FISH
AITORNEYS-AT-LAW
Practicing in all State and Federal Courts
Civil or Criminal Business Given
Careful Attention
Phone 100.

WILLIAM SCHMIDS
—TAILOR—
Clean, Repair, Press Suits 50c.
Good Line of Woolen Samples on Hand
Ladies Tailoring a Specialty
J'isher Block
DeLand
Florida
A.

C. HAYNES

D. H. GORDON

THE GORDON GARAGE CO.
MOTOR CARS FOR RENT
"Careful Drivers

WATTS & MILLER CO.
SPOPTING GOODS, AMMUNITION, CUTLERY. PICTURE FRAMING

REXAL STORE
DRUGS AND STATIONERY
KODAKS

HUYLER'S CANDIES

G. W. FISHER DRUG CO.
For High Class Printing
Stationery. Programs, Invitations, Announcements, Cards
Etc., Go to

The Record Office
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BRACEY DRUG COMPANY

UNCLE DAVE
Not a perfect servant in the sense that he is an
automaton, nor as Dingbat says they are trained
in Connecticut, is'Uncle Dave. No wooden-faced
cockney, nor bland Oriental is he, but as the name
reveals, an old ante-bellum darkey whose fund of
stories and personal anecdotes never gives out;
and whose tongue is continually wagging in a
wide cavity filled with highly ornamental teeth,
the golden joy of his life.
From the top of his rather kinky head to the
soles of his number twelve feet. Uncle Dave is a
source of pride and joy forever.
Perhaps the happiest moments of Uncle's life
is when called upon to render "Listen to the Mockingbird" or "A ballad of the Mexican War," where
he can exhibit with the negro's child-like passion
for dramatics, his manifold talents as a dark Caruso.
Arid the thunderous applause t h a t greets every
attempt bears witness to the appreciation of his
efforts.
But Uncle Dave has other accomplishments.
He is the "seventh son of a seventh son" and can
see "ghosts."
Every week a "speerit" visits him
when engaged in his post-prandial occupation of
washing dishes, and he has to desist until some of
the boys drive the wicked demon away. Someone ventured the observation t h a t his ghosts were
due to too liberal and deep libations of "Cream of
Kentucky," but Uncle indignantly denied this
charge.
But these are trifling faults to which all mortals are liable. Uncle Dave is a jewel in the sick
room as evidenced by his care of Schoony. Almost
every day roses bloomed in the invalid's room while
on several occasions the grateful aroma of chicken
"fried by de old woman" was manifest to our
alfactory organs.
Enough of enconiums and faults, however.
Uncle Dave is Uncle Dave and no one else. To
see him is to appreciate him, and to have him near
you for eight months is proof t h a t not all of the
Old South has fled, despite the tremendous onslaught of the modern world.
<$>
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STETSON STUDENTS REMEMBER
There were 504 students enrolled 1911-1912.
Stetson has $1,000,000.00 endowment.
Last year Stetson had
1. The largest College in its history.
The largest Law Department.
The largest Business College.
The largest Academy Senior Class.
The largest Graduating Classes.
21,000 volumes in the library.
The Trustees have Installed:—
9 New Pianos.
5 New Machines for Iron Shops.
10 New Machines for Business College.
Over $1,000 worth of Gymnasium Apparatus.
Accommodations are being made for more students.
This year already exceeds last year to date.
The College of Liberal Arts. The Law School, Engineering and Business Courses are greatly
increased.
There was a young fellow named Fox
Whose head was quite like a box.
It was all made of wood
But is well understood
'Twas done neath his scant sandy locks.

S t o v e s , T i i n v a r e , Crockery, Plumbi IIg and
Tin W o r k .
D o o r s , Sash, Blinds, P a i n t s , Oils, Glass
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"ANDY"
There is a long tall boy named Andy.
With profanity he*s exceedingly, handy.
H e ' s so blooming tall
The girls one and all
Think long slim Andy the candy.
"WEE W E E "
There is a sporty young guy called "Wee,
But he looks gigantic to mc.
He's sometimes called Weedy
And at guard he is speedy.
This little, big brother of Squee.
"VIN"
There's a youthful young cuss named "Vin'
Who a lady's affection would win.
He tried hard each day
Then he went to Va.,
But it's Petersburg he'll eventually live in.

There was a serious young fellow named Bob
Whose heart has never yet felt a throb.
When canoeing at night
A soft moon in sight,
(Hush! 'This doesn't bear mention)
He worked on the fool fourth dimension.
This is rotten but I am rushed. A reward for a
word other than "sob" "rob" "slob" or "prob"
that rhimes with Bob." "
Sigma Nu badges, pillows and
at Allen's Drug Store.

W. C. WATTS
Dealer in

HARDWARE AND FURNITURE

pennants—

Four hundred midshipmen, who violated
Superintendent Gibbon's orders against betting
on the recent annual inter-ser\dce football game at
Philadelphia have been found out as the result.of
an investigation at the Naval Academy. I t is
alleged that the midshipmen raised a pool of $2000
which was covered by the West Point cadets.
Superintendent Gibbons will assign punishment.
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